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Large air to air heat  ‐ ‐    
exchangers
Problem Statement 
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as a test subject for the study           
– Suspected candidate based on the visible geometry
Smaller easier to work with components– ,         
– Less expensive testing
Problem Statement 
• Embarked on an extensive study of the effect               
of vanes in elbows






















• CFD results show directionally what to expect            , 
but do not provide specifics
– How much head recovery and efficiency           
improvement can we gain?
– Experiments used a 700 (nominal) cfm stage          , 
4 different profiles, 5 different impeller diameters
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Conclusions
• Bigger effect at higher flow       
– To be expected
• Greater effect on efficiency vs head        . 
– Indicates prevailing effect is poor pressure 
distribution (uneven density entering impeller)       
– Swirl is not so prevalent
Abl t f l f
Euler: Head = CuU
– e  o recover some per ormance  osses  rom 
convoluted piping
Conclusions
• What does this mean to the manufacturer and               
customer?







• What does this mean to the manufacturer and               
customer (cont’d.)?








• Using $2 000/kW power penalty  ,     ,  
Compressor #1 becomes $211,000!
• $175 000 + (634 kW – 616 kW) * $2 000/kW,               ,
Th h t f t t i t il• e c eapes  up ron  cos   s no  necessar y 
the most economical solution in the long run
